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Text S1. Production envelope and yield space for ethanol production in a genome-scale model of E. coli
To exemplify the analysis of production envelopes (PEs) and yield spaces (YSs) also in a genome-scale metabolic model (GSMM), we analyze the trade-off between biomass and ethanol production in the E. coli GSMM model iJO1366 [1] . Here, computation of elementary flux modes (EFMs) or elementary flux vectors (EFVs) is not possible and so we use CellNetAnalyzer to compute the biomass-ethanol YS and PE via the approximative algorithms given in Section 4.4.
The YS of the flux cone (without additional flux constraints) is shown in Figure S3 (a) and looks similar as for acetate in the core model, see Figure 6 (a). The maximal biomass yield is almost exactly the same as in the core model and the maximal ethanol yield is, as expected, 2 mmol/gDW/h.
Next we add the same flux bounds for maximal glucose uptake and for minimal adenosine triphosphate (ATP) non-growth associated maintenance demand as in the acetate example. However, here we assume fully anaerobic growth (with enabled formate-hydrogen lyase (FHL) reaction which was set inactive in the original iJO1366 model [1] to reflect aerobic growth). In this case, YS and PE have an identical shape differing only by a scaling factor of ten [the maximal glucose uptake rate; see S3(b) and (c)]. In difference to the acetate example (where oxygen uptake was limited but not zero), the rate-optimal solutions for anaerobic growth and ethanol synthesis correspond to the respective yield-optimal solutions. We see that growth-optimal behavior (with respect to both yield and rate) may be accompanied with ethanol synthesis [with an ethanol yield of up to 0.78 mmol/(mmol glucose)]. Yet, ethanol synthesis is not mandatory for maximal growth rate since other pathways with zero ethanol yield are feasible as well. Regarding optimal ethanol yield we find that the maximum yield can be obtained also for smaller ethanol synthesis rates down to 3.15 mmol/gDW/h. This minimal synthesis rate is required to obtain maximum ethanol yield under the constraint of ATP synthesis for non-growth associated maintenance.
Biased and unbiased strain designs (similar as D1-D3 discussed for the acetate example) for growth-coupled ethanol production could now again be computed, even in this GSMM. For example, linear inequalities can be used to specify the undesired and desired regions in the PE and YS which serve as input for the computation of minimal cut set (MCS) via the dual approach presented in [2] . An example for enumerating intervention strategies for growth-coupled ethanol synthesis in a GSMM of E. coli can be found in [2] as well. 
